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ABSTRACT

We present our results in the first BOWS challenge (Break Our Watermarking System). There were three given
digital photos containing an invisible watermark that was introduced using informed coding and embedding. The
goal was to remove the watermark from the photos while keeping a minimum quality of at least 30 dB PSNR
(peak signal to noise ratio).

We focus on the method used to win the second phase of the contest with about 58 dB PSNR (18 dB ahead
of the best fellow contributions). This method will be viewed from three different perspectives: Phase one and
two of the contest as well as with complete knowledge about the implementation and the secret key.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The first BOWS (Break Our Watermarking System) contest was announced in the middle of December 2005.
This contest was organised by the Watermarking Virtual Lab of the European Network of Excellence ECRYPT.
The BOWS web server offered three greyscale images (of a strawberry, a landscape, and a church), each one
supplied with a secret invisible watermark. The images were stored in raw format and 512× 512 pixels in size.
The greyscale values in the files were 8 bits per pixel without any header and scanned from left to right and from
top to bottom.

The goal of the contest was not to motivate criminals or to prove how well performing the watermarking
system is. It was rather to see how much effort is necessary to render a watermark unreadable and also to find
perhaps new possible attacks. Participants could attack the images any way on their local computer. The BOWS
server offered a web interface where they could upload the attacked images to see whether the watermark is still
being detected. The server also returned the quality of the image, which is measured as peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR).

An attack is considered successful if the watermark has been rendered unreadable to the BOWS detector and
the quality is scored by at least 30 dB. (Actually, the required minimum was a little bit more because the BOWS
server undervalued the PSNR by an offset of 20 · lg 512

511 dB = 0.017 dB. We use this decreased measure throughout
the paper to correspond with the values in the Hall of Fame.) PSNR is the mean squared error of the pixels in
terms of a logarithmic measure. Although the PSNR value is returned by the oracle, it can be easily determined
on the local system. The oracle replies to a request after some seconds, depending on the load of the remote
server.

The contest consisted of two phases. There was a prize to win in the first phase: a digital camera and 300
dollars. This prize was taken by Craver et al.1,2 from Binghamton University. After the first phase the algorithm
used for embedding the watermark was revealed and the contest was open for a second phase that ended in the
middle of June 2006.

Figure 1 shows the learning curve in terms of dB over the time. The dashed curve connects the maximum
qualities of fellow participants.

A careful examination of the images reveals that there exist several squares of 8× 8 pixels with decreased or
increased contrast. Experiments have shown that the watermark is embedded in 12 low frequency coefficients
of the discrete cosine domain. The frequencies that influence the watermark in the DCT domain have been
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Figure 1. Accomplished quality over the two contest phases

determined by global replacement with zeros: there is no individual frequency that can remove the watermark∗,
however, we discovered 12 low frequencies (also called DCT modes or subbands) that affect the watermark when
nullifying pairs of frequencies, triples, etc. (cf. Fig. 2, left).

Figure 2. DCT modes used for the watermark (left) and modes the watermark is invariant to (right)

A repetition on the two other images lead to the same result. The same subbands were proposed in the paper
by Miller et al.,3 which describes the watermark algorithm used in this contest. This reference was revealed by
the BOWS staff after the first phase ended.

If we know the responsible DCT modes, we can create a low pass filter that restores all coefficients that will
definitely not influence the watermark. The filtered image combines the 12 low frequency subbands from the
attacked image (cf. Fig. 2, left) with the 52 other subbands from the marked original (cf. Fig. 2, right). So this
filter reverts some of the distortions in the image and can improve the quality. Many simple attacks will be

∗There are single coefficients that remove the watermark (cf. Sect. 6). This is no contradiction: A single coefficient
attack saturates one particular coefficient, while here the coefficients of a particular subband are set to zero.



heaved above the required 30 dB by such a filter (cf. Table 1). Surprisingly, geometric attacks preserve better
quality although the quality is measured by the pixelwise difference.

Table 1. Pixel-oriented and geometric attacks4

Approach WM removed After lowpass
Pixel oriented attacks
Adding noise . . . . . . 19.69 dB 27.02 dB
Contrast reduction 6.09 dB 26.69 dB
Geometric attacks
Rotation . . . . . . . . . . 28.92 dB 31.73 dB
Limited translation 29.10 dB 32.46 dB

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we show that the distortions of the watermark
can be estimated by the discontinuities that occur at the DCT block boundaries in the spatial domain. This
estimation is used to destroy the watermark. In Section 3, we elaborate more on the decoding procedure, which
is necessary to understand some specifics of the sensitivity attack (cf. Section 4) and single coefficient attacks (cf.
Section 6). The sensitivity attack is followed by a postprocessing step in the spatial domain, which is described
in Section 5. Section 7 summarises our results and concludes the paper.

2. ESTIMATION OF THE DISTORTIONS

Beside the pixel-oriented and geometric attacks in the previous section, there is another way to remove the
watermark by repairing distortions. The goal is to produce an image that is close to the original and does
not contain the watermark anymore. In order to decrease the discontinuities at the block boundaries, two
different blockiness measures (“simple” and “gradient aware”) were minimised by systematically adjusting the
12 frequencies that affect the watermark. The “simple” optimisation resulted in a successful attack with 33.83 dB.
However, there is an 8× 8 pattern visible (cf. Fig. 3, third from left).

Figure 3. From left to right: Original image, detail of it, attacked by blockiness minimisation, and by gradient aware
smoothing

The simple reduction doesn’t perform so well on gradients. Even if a gradient is already smooth, the opti-
misation minimises the transition, resulting in a stairstep at the block boundary. The second, gradient aware
blockiness measure estimates the block transition gradient from the surrounding.4 This works almost perfectly
as we can see in the rightmost image in Fig. 3. Some distortions are still visible because we need to reduce a bit
more than 100 % in order to remove the watermark. This attack leads to 35.89 dB. Only about 12 oracle calls are
necessary to determine this best quality image near the detection boundary. It works fine for the rather smooth
strawberry image. The woodpath and church images have more intense higher video frequencies, which will be
mistakenly reduced by the smoothing resulting in a lower PSNR.



3. DECODING

This section describes the decoding procedure of the dirty paper trellis watermark decoder. It covers four main
steps: (1) the extraction and preprocessing of coefficients, (2) the correlation, (3) the processing of the correlation
result, and (4) the decoding of the payload.

First, the input image is transformed using the 8 × 8 block DCT into the frequency domain, yielding 64
coefficients for each of the 4096 tiles. As mentioned earlier, only 12 low frequency coefficients from every tile
are regarded by the watermarking detector (cf. Figure 2). The decoding algorithm starts with 12 · 4096 = 49152
coefficients that are used for the watermark. These are shuffled by a key-driven permutation. The pseudorandom
numbers are generated by the libc function rand( ) and mapped into the appropriate interval using the modulo
operation with the “mark length,” which is a common mistake in generating random numbers, because a number
in the first two third of the interval is generated with higher probability than one in the last third. The resulting
permutation plot (cf. Figure 4) is visibly darker above the diagonal (where input index equals output index)
than below.

Figure 4. Uneven permutation of coefficients

All three images contain an invisible watermark, “BOWS*” (40 bits), which is embedded with the same
key.5,6 Therefore, the shuffled coefficients are reshaped as a 40 × 1228 input matrix I. (The remaining 32
coefficients are ignored and not used for decoding.) Also driven by the key, a 1228 × 4096 pattern matrix P is
filled with 5,029,888 standard normal distributed pseudorandom values. Both are combined to the normalised
correlation matrix

C =
1

1228
· I × P. (1)

The resulting 40× 4096 matrix, is partitioned into 40 matrices A1 . . . A40 with 64× 64 elements each. We yield
Ai by filling a 64 × 64 matrix row by row with the 4096 elements of row i from C. Then we form S1 . . . S40 in
an iterative process: Let S1 = A1. We get Sk for k > 1 by adding the column maxima of Sk−1 to the rows of
Ak (e. g., we add the maximum of column 3 from Sk−1 to all elements of row 3 in Ak). If the overall maximum
of Sk−1 was in column i, than the largest elements of matrix Sk will be expected in row i (to which the overall
maximum was added). This makes the decoding process more robust as we will see.

Figure 5 shows the last three matrices S38, . . . , S40 that are produced in the 40 steps of the iteration. Imagine
the square matrices Sk as “connection centre” linking 64 inputs (columns of the matrix) with outputs (rows).
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Figure 5. Best path through the trellis of woodpath (last three steps)

The inputs are deflected at the maximum of their respective column. In the figure, grey lines connect the inputs
with their actual output. The matrices are rotated counter-clockwise by 45◦ so that horizontal connection lines
can be used. The decoding is again an iterative process like the encoding. It starts at step 40 with the global
maximum of S40, which is in row 27 and column 31. From this matrix, bit 40 of the payload is decoded as the
LSB of the sum of row and column number (27+31 is even, so the bit is 0).

The output 27 determines the input for the next step. In S39 not the whole matrix, but only column 27 is
decisive. Its maximum is at row 22. We decode a 1, since 22+27 is odd. We continue in step 38 at input 22.
When we look at the grey lines in Figure 5 at step 39, it is apparent that most of the inputs end up in row 22.
Even if a bit error in the previous step leads to another input, the decoding leads with high probability to the
correct output (cf. Table 2). That’s because the maximum of S38 was added to row 22, but to the remaining
rows only the smaller column maxima of S38.

Table 2. Number of inputs assigned to the outputs in step 39 of woodpath’s Viterbi decoding

Output . . . . . . . . . . 7 10 19 20 22 24 40 42 47 50 52 53 56 57 60 62
Number of inputs 1 1 1 2 38 1 1 1 2 2 8 1 1 1 1 2

To decode the whole payload, the iteration is continued until step 1 is finished.

4. SENSITIVITY ATTACK

The sensitivity attack can estimate the watermark of correlation based systems with linear complexity. It was
introduced by Cox and Linnartz in 1997.7 Recent research by Comesaña et al.8 generalised it to watermarking
schemes that are not correlation based.

We apply it in the following way: First, we order all coefficients from the 12 subbands that affect the
watermark by magnitude, because large coefficients can be altered by a large amount without saturation. Second,
we collect some large coefficients and invert their sign until the watermark is removed. Third, we iron out, i. e.,
we determine how much the particular coefficients in our selection contribute to the reduction of the PSNR. All
coefficients that reduce the quality are dropped from the list. Finally, we decrease the change of the coefficients
that still remain in the selection to a level at which the watermark is just detected. This is an image near the
detection boundary with an initial selection of three to five coefficients that are altered by the same amount
but with different signs. Now we can try individual coefficients in combination with this initial selection to
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Figure 6. Different PSNR for fixed parameter p when testing the sensitivity of the first 100 coefficients in woodpath

measure their sensitivity. The sensitivity of the coefficients depends on the initial selection. The initial selection
determines the state of the trellis that is attacked. For the sensitivity, we can distinguish four cases:

1. Most coefficients do not show any sensitivity neither in positive nor in negative direction, mostly because
they do not collaborate with the initial selection of coefficients. These coefficients have a sensitivity of 0.

2. Some coefficients contribute to the removal of the watermark in both directions, positive and negative.
The reason for this is that there is more than one possibility to flip the bit that is encoded in a particular
step. This is a property of dirty paper codes: Several codewords encode the same message. The encoder
will choose the most appropriate one for the host image.3 It is not possible to combine the coefficients that
fall in this second case to achieve an attacked image with better quality. Consequently, these coefficients
have also a sensitivity of 0.

3. Rarely we encounter coefficients that remove the watermark only in the positive direction (sensitivity 1),
or

4. negative direction (sensitivity −1).

If we finally checked all coefficients that affect the watermark, we determined a vector of sensitivities ~s for all
of them. With this vector we can create an attacked image† ~a from the marked original ~m according to the
following equation:

~a = ~m + p~s (2)

The parameter p is chosen to be as small as possible using interval bisection so that the watermark is just
removed. Because of a daily limit of 3000 oracle calls per IP address, we can only test 1500 coefficients in
24 hours. However, these 3000 calls could be finished in about two hours. So, we include some “duty cycles”
to reduce the server load: Instead of already twiddling thumbs after these two hours, we rather embellish the
quality of the attacked image. There is a fluctuation of the PSNR value when the the sensitivity for a series
of coefficients with fixed parameter p is tested. If our boundary image has a PSNR of 44.4 dB, we can make
sure that the image that we send to the oracle has always a slightly better quality by adjusting p to a suitable
fixed value. When the sensitivity of one coefficient is tested first, then for a second coefficient etc., the resulting
attacked images can have different PSNR values (cf. Figure 6). This fluctuation in the PSNR can be reduced
by an optimised individual parameter p for each sensitivity test. For instance, if the coefficient with index 41 is
included in the selection, the attacked image with a fixed p will score 45 dB. If the watermark is still there, how

†For simplicity, this image is described here by the about 50,000 relevant DCT coefficients that have to be combined
with the rest from the marked original and transformed back to the spatial domain.
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Figure 7. PSNR for a particular number of coefficients in the strawberry image

can we know that it is not removed for a larger p that causes 44.7 dB? This would be a contribution of 0.3 dB
compared to the boundary image. But when this increased parameter p is used for the attacked image that
includes the coefficient with index 1, the quality (44.1 dB) is worse than for the boundary image. We would find
the watermark removed for many coefficients that do not contribute to the removal. For this reason we adjust p
to have an attacked image with a quality that is just not less than for the boundary image.

5. POSTPROCESSING

We found 424 coefficients that contribute to the destruction of the watermark in the strawberry. Figure 7 shows
the cumulative PSNR contribution of the coefficients. In the first part of the curve (up to about 50 coefficients)
the true and false sides of the detection boundary coincide. However, for about 100 coefficients and more, the
PSNR curve splits from time to time. There is up to one decibel between both sides. A postprocessing step in
the spatial domain can further improve the result.

The 424 coefficients were altered by an amount of about 5. If we change a tiny bit less, then many pixels
in the image change at once. We also tried to add a small amount of randomness (jitter) to the coefficients so
that the pixels do not change at the same time. Unfortunately, this did not improve the PSNR, but made it
even worse. The postprocessing step modifies the pixel values in the spatial domain before they are rounded to
integer levels of grey. It reduces the alterations that are larger than a particular threshold by one. This yields
a PSNR inside the area between the split curve as shown in Figure 8, which is a close-up of the PSNR curve.
Upward-pointing triangles mark the side of the detection boundary, where the watermark has been removed;
downward-pointing triangles mark the side where the watermark is still correctly decoded. After postprocessing,
both sides—see the small triangles—approximate to each other.

Figure 9 shows the magnitude of change for the coefficients (dashed curve). In the end all 424 coefficients are
changed by about 5 and the threshold (solid curve) for the post processing decreases as well. There are peaks
in this threshold when the magnitude of change starts a constant series of values. The smaller the magnitude
of the alteration, the larger the number of integer changes in the spatial domain and the larger the effect of
postprocessing.

6. SINGLE COEFFICIENT ATTACKS

To render the watermark unreadable to the BOWS oracle, it is sufficient to flip one bit. By chance, every single
step in the decoding chain could be weak because random numbers are incorporated in the correlation. The
influence of a single coefficient on the watermark depends on 4096 standard normal distributed pseudorandom
values from the pattern. Beside this probabilistic view of the weakness, there are also reasons that the two
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Figure 8. PSNR for a particular number of coefficients in the strawberry image (detail)
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Figure 9. Absolute change of the coefficients and postprocessing threshold for a particular number of coefficients in the
strawberry image

matrices in the steps 1 and 40 are more likely to cause a bit to flip: Matrix S1 = A1 is the only one that directly
results from the correlation without a row lifted by column maxima of a previous step. This makes it easier to
create a new maximum in its input column. Also matrix S40 offers a larger range to find appropriate coefficients
because there is no predetermined input column. The global maximum of S40 determines both, output and
“input.” For all other steps k, the input is determined by the output of step k +1, i. e., the maximum of only 64
values decides, which output is yielded. We can choose from 2048 elements that are distributed across S40 like
the squares of one colour on a chessboard. However, compared with S1 we have about the same choice: In step
1 there is a predetermined input column, while there is a lifted row in step 40. It is hard to tell which one will
be easier to alter.

To determine “softbits,” i. e., the resistance of individual bits of the payload to alteration, there are three
alternatives: (1) the resistance to single coefficient attacks, (2) the resistance to attacks involving only coefficients
of one particular row of I (cf. Section 3), and (3) involving all coefficients without any restriction. The first one
is the easiest case, which is shown in Figure 10. The resistance is defined by the absolute value by which the
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Figure 10. Soft bit values for strawberry (left), woodpath (middle), and church (right). The horizontal lines show the
overall absolute minimum bit

Table 3. Time needed for particular PSNR levels

PSNR # calls BOWS server local detector # coefficients found
40 dB 343 0.6 hours 0.2 hours 5
45 dB 1426 3 hours 0.8 hours 14
50 dB 5124 1.2 days 2.8 hours 40
55 dB 21165 7 days 12 hours 111
57 dB 33619 11 days 19 hours 178
59 dB 62743 21 days 35 hours 293
60 dB 81051 27 days 45 hours 365

most suitable coefficient needed to be altered. (Saturation is neglected, i. e., when we apply the alteration to the
image it might be necessary to enhance it to make the new value persistent.)

Let i be the column index of Sk determined by Sk+1. Let o be the current output row index, and o′ the
envisaged row index that leads to an altered bit. Then Sk(o, i) is the current maximum in column i, and
Sk(o′, i) the current value for the envisaged one. Let (j, k) = π(`) be the permutation used for shuffling the DCT
coefficients in I, and P the pattern matrix defined in Section 3. Then we determine the resistance r

(k)
min for the

bit in step k and the associated coefficient index ` as follows:

r
(k)
min = min

j

Sk(o, i)− Sk(o′, i)
P (j, 64 · (o′ − 1) + i)

(3)

` = π−1

(
argmin

j

Sk(o, i)− Sk(o′, i)
P (j, 64 · (o′ − 1) + i)

, k

)
(4)

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The best quality was achieved for the strawberry image using the sensitivity attack with postprocessing. Table 3
lists the amount of time that is necessary to gain a particular PSNR level for the strawberry. While the 50 dB
level can be reached in less than two days, it takes another 4 weeks to increase the PSNR by 10 dB again.
However, because of the daily limit of 3000 oracle calls, we can already knock off work after 6 hours.

Table 4 presents the results for all three images. In the first two rows we see the number of coefficients
determined by the sensitivity attack and the matrix to which they belong. Interestingly, the sensitivity attack
has chosen coefficients of consecutive matrices despite the key was not used. Thus the effect of shuffling in the
watermarking process slows down the estimation, but it cannot prevent us from gaining the knowledge which
coefficients belong to the same bit. Figure 11 illustrates the case of the attacked woodpath. Although the maxima
of the last three steps are changed, only step 40 decodes to another bit. However, the changes in the other two
matrices help to lift a different row in step 40. On the one hand, the quality of the images is less reduced by the



Table 4. Summary of results

strawberry woodpath church
Matrices affected . . . . . . A19 A20 A38 A39 A40 A26 A27 A28

Number of coefficients 217 207 98 97 84 58 64 63
PSNR of attack . . . . . . . 60.74 dB 57.05 dB 57.29 dB
Original payload . . . . . . “BOWS*” (42 4f 57 53 2a)
Attacked payload . . . . . “BOgS*” “BOWS+” “BOWc*”

(42 4f 67 53 2a) (42 4f 57 53 2b) (42 4f 57 63 2a)
single coefficient attack 45.97 dB 44.88 dB 43.57 dB
PSNR of watermark . . 42.14 dB 46.20 dB 44.38 dB
worst PSNR . . . . . . . . . . 3.05 dB 2.72 dB 3.54 dB
worst watermarked. . . . 3.14 dB 2.92 dB 3.76 dB
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Figure 11. Changed path through the trellis of the attacked woodpath (last three steps)

attack than by the watermark embedding itself. On the other hand 95% of the attacked payload are still intact.
Actually the single coefficient attacks yield approximately the same PSNR as the watermark. For the strawberry,
it is even exceeded. The worst PSNR is possible for the woodpath with 2.72 dB. However, the watermark is not
readable anymore. The worst watermarked woodpath can be constructed by first reducing the contrast to about
0.8%, and then shifting each 8× 8 block the largest DC offset without saturation of pixels.

Figure 12 shows the attacked strawberry image after postprocessing. The invisible changes are in the range
of ±2 levels of grey. To the right we see the 15 times amplified absolute differences for embedding the watermark
(middle) and its removal (right). The PSNR of the attack is 18.60 dB better than for the watermark.
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Figure 12. From left to right: attacked strawberry (60.74 dB), absolute difference between pristine and marked original
(42.14 dB), between attacked and marked original. Differences are 15 times amplified
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